
2016 Texas Speleological Association

Spring Convention



Friday 22 AprilFriday 22 AprilFriday 22 AprilFriday 22 AprilFriday 22 April
Pre-convention visits to Kickapoo Caverns and Cavers of Sonora (on your own)

Pre-convention bat emergence at Devils Sinkhole (meet at Devils Sinkhole Society visitor center by 6:30)

Arrival at Edwards County Fairgrounds

Registration open 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm.

Campfire Social in the campground.

Saturday 23 AprilSaturday 23 AprilSaturday 23 AprilSaturday 23 AprilSaturday 23 April
Registration open 9:00 am to noon.

All day — Speleovendors (outside meeting hall), photo salon (the Slab), map salon (the Slab), silent auction (meeting hall), exhibit tables (outside meeting

hall), demonstrations and workshops (the Slab).

0900 Karst Hydrology from the Edwards Plateau to the Balcones Fault Zone and Beyond — Geary Schindel, Marcus Gary, and Ronald Green

This presentation will focus on the hydrology of the southern portion of the Edwards Plateau, though the Hill Country, to the recharge zone of the Edwards

Aquifer. Springs originating from the Edwards Plateau form the headwaters of most of the major surface streams in the Hill Country. We will discuss the

conceptual model of groundwater flow though the region in the Nueces River Basin and what it indicates regarding cave development and water resources.

0930 Underground Sources of the Pedernales River — Saj Zappitello

The Pedernales River flows from the Edwards Plateau through agricultural communities and into the Colorado River upstream of Austin, Texas.  We will

discuss how aquifers contribute water to rivers in karst landscapes and how water chemistry helps us understand where the water flows.

1000 Edwards Plateau cave invertebrates: A priority for research and management — Ben Hutchins

The extensive caves and karst of the Edwards Plateau are home to a strange and unique collection of invertebrate animals that occur nowhere else on

Earth. We know very little about where most of these species occur, and biological inventory can potentially be an important component of cave

exploration. This presentation aims to provide an overview of Texas cave animals with an emphasis on the advantages and disadvantages of conducting

surveys for cave life on private lands.

1030 Going Deep: The Distances We Go for Bats — Missy Meierhofer

Researchers are working hard to gather information about bats and their ecology across the state of Texas before a bat-killing fungus arrives.

1100 Investigating Amphipod Diversity in the Edwards Aquifer — Aubri Jenson

The challenges of survival in subterranean springs favor very specific adaptations in amphipods (freshwater crustaceans), with the result that many species

closely resemble one another. As taxonomic keys are based on physical appearance, we evaluated key physical differences of amphipods against the results

of genetic sequencing in order to identify previously unrecognized species.

1130 LiDAR:  3D mapping comes to the Hill Country  — Andy Grubbs

Scanning laser mapping from airplanes is providing detailed data that can be to create 3 dimensional images of the land that shows trees, buildings and

other features.  This is useful for making very accurate topographic maps, finding caves, planning for floods, and many other uses.  The program is starting

to reach the counties on the eastern Edwards plateau and soon data will be available for much of the area.

12:00 to 13:30 lunch break

1330 Government Canyon Karst Project Update — Marvin Miller

The Government Canyon Karst Project is a TSA project to locate, explore, and map caves in the 12,085 acre Government Canyon State Natural Area near

San Antonio, on the edge of the Edwards Plateau. This program is an overview of the project and an update on the last few years of exploration.  There are

currently 61 known caves, of which 54 have been surveyed and maps drafted of 47.  There are an additional 378 karst features.

1400 The Underground Frontier of Colorado Bend State Park — Kelby Bridwell

Colorado Bend State Park has over 5328 acres and almost 450 documented caves.  Many are important for cave inhabitants like bats and crickets.  There is

an active program of exploration and documentation in collaboration with cavers of the Texas Speleological Association.  In addition many researchers

study the cave resources in the Park.  It is also a training ground for rescuers associated with the National Cave Rescue Commission.  And we offer wild

caving tours for the general public!  This talk will take you on a journey you are likely to remember for a lifetime!

1430 Cave Diving in Jacobs Well, Hays County — Laura Battle and David Moore

The Jacobs Well Exploration Project (JWEP) is a cave diving team that has explored and mapped the famous Jacobs Well swimming hole in Wimberley,

Texas on SCUBA. JWEP has safely mapped over a mile of underwater passage and will be showing the map, video and photos from inside the cave.

1500 The Devils Sinkhole: More Than a Hole in the Ground — Allan Cobb

Devils Sinkhole is a Texas landmark near Rocksprings. It is the home to millions of bats. It has a long history of visitation and has sparked the imagination

of many people over the years.

1530 The Exploration and Survey of Deep Cave  — Joe Mitchell

Deep Cave is on a caver-owned preserve in Edwards County, and has a rich, fascinating history.  From the famous TSA Project Deep in 1961 up to today,

Deep Cave has had a long history of exploration. The current survey project, ongoing since 1999, has mapped 5925 meters with no end in sight, uncovering

a surprising diversity of rooms and formations.

1600 Punkin Cave, Deep’s colder, drier sister — Jim Kennedy

Punkin Cave, located a short walk from Deep, has long been thought to have a possible connection.  The meteorology of both caves deny that possibility.

But this little-visited cave, long thought to have a single entrance room and a few crawls, has astounded us with its size and complexity.  Currently there

are 4748m of surveyed passages, with at least a kilometer left unsurveyed.  The cave is a spongework maze, complicated by collapse in certain areas.

1630 Mayfield Ranch caves and other Lightning Talks — Jim Kennedy and others

17:00 Silent Auction bidding ends

17:30 to 18:00 Texas Speleological Association business meeting (meeting hall)

18:30 Banquet and guest speaker (meeting hall)

20:00-21:30 Awards and live TCMA charity fundraising action (meeting hall)

21:30 to ? Campfire social in the campground

SATURDAY WORKSHOPS AND DEMONSTRATIONS (at “the Slab”)

All day Walls and Illustrator tutorials — Peter Sprouse

Walls and Illustrator instruction will be available throughout the day whenever Peter is not listening to a talk. Bring your laptop and survey data/maps.

09:30—10:30 Caving Gear Show and Tell — Oscar ‘Bombon’ Berrones

Bring your oddest, most unique, or coolest piece of caving gear to show off. Or maybe something that you own but don’t know how to use. Or just a story to

tell? We will investigate, speculate, and share any wisdom and advice the group might come up with.

10:30—11:30 Basic Vertical Safety and Efficiency — Matt Zappitello

Bring your vertical gear! We will get on rope and review the most effective and safe manner to change over from climbing to rappelling (and vice versa)

and cross rebelays, and how to tune vertical kits for efficiency. This workshop is primarily tailored toward the frog system — coverage of other systems will

depend on the expertise brought by participants. Please don’t expect to be taught completely new skills — if you have never been on rope or never crossed a

rebelay before, seek out training from your local grotto.

13:30—14:30 Gear Repair Workshop — Ron Rutherford

The pros from Caveskinz will show you tips and tricks on how to patch holes in your cave suits, pants, and packs. Bring your gear that needs fixing and

spare change to cover materials — or just your curiosity.

14:30—15:30 Cave Rescue Patient Packaging  — Jeff Nichols

We will demonstrate how to package patients into SKED litters for cave rescue, and give you hands-on practice.  We will also show some basic (horizontal)

litter transport techniques. We cavers need to be up on the skills to assist in underground rescues, so come learn some of the basics taught at the National

Cave Rescue Commission’s seminars.

15:30—16:30 DistoX Demo  — Peter Sprouse

We will demonstrate the use of the DistoX, an advanced cave survey  instrument, for those who are new to it. And illustrate the requirements  and our

procedure for calibrating it before use.

17:00—18:00 Caver Fitness Class — Saj Zappitello

Work out with us after a long day of sitting and listening to cool talks. Maintaining fitness on a daily basis prepares us to enjoy the sport that we love -

caving! We will focus on exercises similar to caving movements. Wear exercise clothing, bring a yoga mat or kneepads, and bring a couple of 10-12 lb

weights or your vert gear or something else heavy to lift. Open to all ability levels. Spectators will be encouraged to participate.

Sunday 24 April
07:30 to 9:00 TCMA Fundraising breakfast in the meeting hall.

09:00-09:30 TCMA members meeting in the meeting hall

10:30 Vendors pack up and leave.

12:00 (prompt) Devils Sinkhole trip participants caravan from Fairgrounds to Devils Sinkhole.

Sponsors:  Texas Parks and Wildlife (Kickapoo Cavern State Park and Devils Sinkhole State Natural Area), Devils Sinkhole Society, Caverns of

Sonora, 2016 NSS Convention, Spoetzl Brewery, Miss Buffy’s, and Edwards County.


